RPG Maker 2 (Prima's Official Strategy Guide)
Synopsis

Build It and They Will Play! · Quick-start tutorial to create your own adventure in an afternoon
· Strategies for using every editor, database, and creation tool · Detailed, step-by-step instructions
to build your own world, town, and dungeon · Thumbnails of every building, texture, item, character,
and enemy for quick reference · Complete walkthrough of the Fu-Ma role-playing game
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Customer Reviews

The best thing about this guide is the pictures of every enemy, character, object, and texture that you
can use. It really helps with planning your project out. The tutorials it provides are fairly helpful,
and could save you the time of figuring out some of the steps yourself. The Fu-Ma walkthrough
could be a bit better, as it doesn’t show any maps. But you really don’t need a walkthrough with the
sample game anyway. If you’re into RPGM 2 and want to make a quality game, you should buy this
book right away.

i ordered this because i got the game for christmas and wasn’t able to figure out how to create
anything. so in getting this i have been able to understand how to do everything better. i highly
reccomend this for anybody who hasn’t played the first game.

Thanks! This guide book really helped.